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Sunday Services
Note: All services in June are expected to be online. Please join us between 10:20 am and
10:30 on Sunday. Services start at 10:30. Use this link:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/666004431?pwd=RjQvVEtjUjM1MEdnMDgxU0VSRzVLQT09
Meeting ID: 666 004 431 Password: 010670. You can also watch the service live on YouTube
on our UUCH Channel. https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3Lw1hW1n7z3mNapa6yY7Jw .
Services are posted to the YouTube channel for later viewing after a day or two.

Our theme this month: Compassion
June 7 Compassion and the Good Life — Can we agree that nurturing compassion within
oneself is part of living a good life? Can we agree that it is not always easy to do so? When it
comes to living with compassion, what holds us back and what calls us forward? Service
Leader: Rev. Norm Horofker
June 14 Our Annual Flower Communion — Our annual flower communion is a ritual
celebrating the beauty of diversity as symbolized in flowers. Norm could use some help
here… you are invited to send him a picture of a flower from garden, roadside, internet or
drawing pad, a cultivar or a weed. Include a few words about why this flower attracted your
attention. Drawing of flowers are most welcome. Service Leader: Rev. Norm Horofker
June 21 Father’s Day Celebration in a Pandemic — This is our annual celebration of Father’s
Day. Norm and Jessica would like to get pictures of your father, and music that you connect
to your father. We will prepare a musical and visual collage. The role of father in a child’s life
is best captured in our stories, including our dad Jokes. Stories and jokes can be submitted to
Norm as well, for inclusion in the service. Service Leader: Rev. Norm Horofker
June 28 A Year End Musical Celebration – Joe Jencks Live from Chicago — We have invited
renowned musician Joe Jencks to join us live from Chicago. Joe considered UU ministry before
deciding that his special gift was a musical ministry. He writes, “... each day there is something more to be grateful for, and each day there is something that causes more sadness. And
each day we begin again, to do our best and give what we are able… I can’t solve the problems
of the world, but I can keep loving the world deeply through my music and performances.”
Don’t miss this special service. Presenters: Joe Jencks, Unitarian Musician – and UUCH staff.
We are planning a variety of services over July and August that are not tied to any one theme.
Our mission is to provide a [joyful] community that nurtures personal and spiritual
growth, practices inclusiveness, celebrates diversity and affirms individual
and collective commitment to community service and social justice.
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Minister's Notes
Are
You
Ready?
I would like to share something with interested
members of the congregation. It is something that
I have been asked to share at different times and
in different ways.
I would like to share with you a deeper
understanding of what it means to live your life as
a Unitarian Universalist and to participate in the
shared ministry of our congregation.
Most of us started attending a UU congregation
because of a need to be part of a community
where we could be our authentic selves without
having to accept ideas that no longer rang true for
us. But for many of us a friendly community is not
enough. Now we are looking for a deeper
connection, a connection to a faith tradition that
can help us to give meaning to our lives in a world
where we can feel lost, anxious or even fearful.
I am indebted to a colleague that I knew and
worked with in Georgia in the USA for the central
idea around the offering that I am considering to
share with you. Alison Eskildsen is the retiring
minister of the UU Church in Athens Georgia,
home of the University of Georgia. That
congregation received an award a few years ago
as a breakthrough congregation for their progress
in growing the congregation numerically and
spiritually.
The Reverend Eskildsen prepared a 9-month
syllabus of study for interested members of her
congregation. She met with the group of
volunteers monthly and reviewed reading and

writing assignments. She has offered to share
what she has learned with me. The syllabus looks
like this:
Sep – Governance Ministry and Growth
Oct – Faith based on covenant not creed
Nov – Theological Diversity in UU congregations
Dec – UU History
Jan – Lifespan Faith Development
Feb – Membership and Belonging
Mar – Congregational Systems and Conflict
Apr – Social Justice and Action
May – Caring Communities
There are myriad outside resources that we can
call on to enrich this experience and expand the
learning.
Everyone who participated in this program was
expected to do so with the intention of finding a
way to use their personal gifts to grow and
strengthen the ministry of the congregation. The
underlying idea is that it is in service to others, to
the community and to society that we give
meaning to our lives.
So, this is what I would like to share with you, if
you are interested… perhaps beginning in
September. The exact syllabus we use, and the
format of meetings and follow-up would be
determined so as to meet the specific
circumstances of our congregation and the
individuals who were participating.
If you have questions or if you might be interested
in participating in such a program, please contact
me. This is just a possibility. It will need
enthusiastic support from people like you, in
order to make this a reality.
Hoping to hear from you…
With Love,
The Reverend Norm Horofker

2020 CUC AGM
Conference Report 1
Design, preparedness,
efficiency, technical
competence; celebratory,
a thing of beauty
Due to the Coronavirus pandemic, this year’s CUC
AGM was conducted for the first time entirely
online, using the Zoom platform.
I had the pleasure of acting as a UUCH delegate to
the AGM over the weekend of 16-17 May. I took in
all the associated events, including a zoom training
session (27 April); The AGM Plenary session (14
May); The Ingathering Program (15 May); the AGM
(16 May); and the Cross-Canada church service
hosted by UUCH (17 May).
Every one of these events was conducted with
technical competence; efficient achievement of its
purpose; and appropriate sensitivity to the interest
of all those attending. I would particularly note
that Margaret Wanlin, CUC President, and Vyda Ng,
CUC Executive Director, were an excellent team in
managing the business meetings. Margaret’s deft
handling of the 3.5-hour AGM was especially
impressive. It only goes so smoothly when a lot of
work has been done in advance!
The AGM itself was a relatively routine event.
However, as a perfectly well-run meeting it was, in
its own way, a thing of beauty! There were 97
delegates and over 100 observers from our 45
Canadian UU congregations. The meeting dealt
with 9 motions, but only three which were not
routine AGM motions. None were controversial and
included: one, a motion to allow youth to
participate in and speak to the AGM, but with
voting rights extended to only those who may be a
designated delegate. Two, a motion to alter the
term of office allowed for board members filling a
partial Board term due to resignations. Three, a
motion to update the 2020-21 strategic priorities.
The details of these successful motions are on the
CUC website.

The two celebratory events included in the CUC
conference package were excellent and brought
together contributions from across the country.
The artistry, music, and poetry of the Ingathering
Program, particularly the UUCH video produced by
James Morris and his team, created a unique sense
of belonging and mutual appreciation.
The Sunday church service, hosted by UUCH and
led by Rev. Norm, was an outstanding success and
again was clearly the product of a great deal of
work. The music was varied and excellent and the
various messages inspiring. Of course, I especially
liked the ingenious contributions of James Morris
and his fellow contributors. The ukulele player
more than lived up to Norm’s promotion of him as
an awesome musician and teacher. Does anyone
doubt Norm is hooked on ukuleles? I think not!
Finally, the whole CUC AGM Conference
arrangement was a testament to our ability to
adapt to the Zoom technology. COVID-19 has
forced us to explore and practice using the Zoom
technology. It is like learning a new language: until
one is put in a situation where it is necessary to
speak the language, it is very difficult to use it
comfortably and fluently. Of course, I still look
forward to getting together in person with
everyone at the next AGM. Although I guess the
future approach may be a hybrid, drawing upon the
positive aspects of alternative forms of meeting.
The online alternative does allow us to embrace
many members of our faith community in Canada
who might not otherwise be able to join us.
All in all, a memorable experience!

Scott Wood

Conference Delegate

2020 CUC AGM
Conference Report 2
CUC effectiveness;
observations on reports &
discussions of three task
force presentations
All praise to the CUC for a well-run and informative
meeting. The Zoom format permitted everyone
who wanted to ask a question to do so and the
voting was intuitive and easy. I would not hesitate
to do this again, even if Zoom were the venue.
All reports are available on the CUC web page so I
will highlight a few things that stood out for me.
The refugee work accomplished by the part-time
CUC staff was impressive. With their support in
2019 UU congregations applied for 71 refugees
through 37 applications, and congregations from
Victoria to Halifax received refugees. The borders
are now closed but applications are still being
processed.
Since March the CUC has spent much time dealing
with the COVID-19 reality of online support to
congregations and are currently looking at plans for
the rest of the year. Their response was highly
praised by the delegates.
The ICUU (UUs International) is scheduled to meet
in Montreal in October. The status is still unclear
but it is likely to be postponed. There are
suggestions that it be held next spring to tie it to
the CUC Conference in Halifax, for people who want
to attend both. There are questions of vacation
time required between the two events, and
whether international visitors even want to attend
the CUC Conference.
The Dismantling Racism Task Force presented a
report on their work thus far. I noted that there are
no members from Eastern Canada on the Task
Force. They have had good response to their survey,
but it is still open to encourage more, particularly
discussions with people about their personal
experiences. They anticipate survey results by the
end of November and a report with next steps for
AGM 2021.

I wish to highlight two comments from delegates:
first, the rise of anti-Asian racism in Vancouver and
a specific story about a witness; second, concern
that the original discussion last year was all about
anti-black racism while they thought indigenous
racism more prevalent in Canada. In response the
presenter commented on planned CUC training
including witness training, and stated that the Task
Force will speak with the Truth and Reconciliation
Task Force.
I am concerned that the very real and particular
issues of anti-black racism in Nova Scotia will be
overshadowed by the rest of Canada. I think that
the UUCH may wish to write a letter to the Task
Force about this. It may bear more weight than
individual surveys.
The Truth and Reconciliation Task Force asks “what
do we do next?” They want to work to change the
fabric of the CUC with the recognition that
colonization isn’t something that just happened in
the past. We need to look at what work we have to
do internally so that our own values align with
indigenous values, de-colonizing our UU principles.
What do we do beyond land acknowledgements?
They want to put our environmental work through
an indigenous lens. Their grants are running out this
year, but this is a priority of the CUC so they want
to emphasize that they need the resources to do
this work better.
The Polyamory Task Force, established in 2018 at
the request of the CUC, submitted a major report.
They examined the topic thoroughly, especially with
regard to our theology and the current legal
situation around marrying multiple partners. I
encourage you to read it all and consider the
recommendations for the CUC at the end of the
report.

Pam Griffin-Hody

Conference Delegate

Canadian Unitarian Council
Conseil unitarien du Canada

Interdependence. Love. Justice.

The Caring Column
The COVID-19 crisis has made life particularly
stressful for people for three long months now.
Thank you Rev. Norm, John Piccolo and others
whose efforts related to modern Zoom technology
have allowed many of us to still feel connected with
each other, thus easing the isolation of this time.
Tanya Bilsbury's daughter,
Ivy Rose, age 7, went into
hospital on May 17th and
was diagnosed with Type 1
Diabetes. Following release
on the 23rd, Ivy continues to
respond to treatment and is
adapting quite well as Mom and Dad learn and
facilitate new lifestyle habits for Ivy. Kind wishes of
support from the church community were much
appreciated.
We are pleased to report that Glenda Butt finally
went home from hospital on May 8th. She now
attends outpatient treatment
three evenings per week. She
has a long way to go in her
recovery but reports that she
is “ever so much better now
and able to walk around the
block!” Keep up the good
work Glenda!
Alison Chipman has been enjoying Sunday services
via Zoom. She moved to the Halifax Hospice last
Sunday, May 24th, and is soon to have a phone in
her room. In the meantime she can be reached at
the Hospice number, 902-446-0929. Alison prefers
calls in the evening. We are thinking of you, Alison.
We again offer special support to our members
living at Northwood Manor: Iretia Cox, Marie
Davis, Georges Merinfeld and John Paterson. They
are doing okay but the COVID-19 pandemic has
made their lives somewhat stressful. Hopefully the
virus will soon begin to fade and life will become
much easier for them. And by the way, Marie has
moved to room 419 of the Manor. Greetings to you
all; we are thinking of all of you too.

Sylvia Mattinson
Caring Committee

UUCH Music
(and dancing)...
As we move forward through this pandemic, we
need to remember that music will always support
and connect us. We may feel alone but we will get
through these tough times together. Our online
services have provided us the opportunity to sing
and reflect as a congregation. If we cannot make
music under the same roof, then let us Zoom in—
and sing, dance, and reflect virtually, Sunday
mornings!
Soulful Sundown and Harmony Singers have been
postponed until further notice.
Please contact me with any questions or concerns.

Jessica Friesen
UUCH Music Director
jessicafriesen876@gmail.com

Church Directory Items
A change for your 2020 directory
Did you note in Sylvia's column that Marie
Davis has moved to Room 419? Jot it in!
Got a contact info change?
Call or email me to have your change
published in this monthly newsletter.
2020 directories available
We have lots of 'new' directories still
available—let's not allow them to go to
waste! Please feel free to call or email
to request your copy by mail.

Etta
braeside@eastlink.ca
902-443-8779

Meeting Our Fellow UUs
Hi, I'm the Membership Chair. Starting in
September there will be a new column in this
newsletter. The column will feature a short auto-bio
from members of the congregation, not a full bio
but rather a 'profile' as short introductions of
ourselves, focused mainly on our connections to
this congregation. So I'm offering myself up as an
example to encourage others to volunteer and
answer these few simple questions:
When did you become a UU?
What attracted you to this community?
What has kept you here?
Something about yourself that you
don't think many people are aware of?
Of course I will need you to send a picture of
yourself to go with your piece! Using Word Count
under 'Tools', please make your contribution 550600 words—and keeping the newsletter deadline in
mind, please send your piece directly to me at:
bermanpj@gmail.com
Here is my profile as an example:
1) I officially joined the UUCH in 1992. I
remembered attending a Unitarian meeting in
Vancouver when a relative got married. So after I
had my first child and my mother-in-law began
asking about baptism I went looking for an
equivalent congregation here. I understood the
need for a ritual but was firmly opposed to the
premise behind a Christian baptism. So I spoke
with Rev Beth Miller, UUCH minister at the time,
who came to my mother's house and performed a
water communion. My mother-in-law never said
anything, and since it involved water I'm not sure
she noticed the difference! I was so impressed with
Rev Miller that I started attending services, and
later that year became a member.
2) This community was attractive to me for two
reasons: One, I realized it would help me provide a
moral compass for my children that was grounded
in principles that I could agree with wholeheartedly
— no leap of faith needed. The other reason was
that I recognized this was place that didn't
necessarily have all the answers, nor expect me to

have all the answers. It
was a place where I could
have company on my
spiritual journey.
3) What has kept me here
is
the
good
the
congregation has done
both for me personally as
well as the community within the church, and the
community outside the building. It has provided me
with spiritual stimulus. It has introduced me to
concepts I would not have thought about had I not
been a member. Pantheism for instance, the
concept of the divine in everything. I have always
been amazed and proud of the work the
community has done in connection with AIDS and
pride, climate change and refugee support. I have
not been able to be front and centre on many of
these efforts because of my job as a reporter with
CBC, but I fully support them and do what I can.
4) I am a HUGE science fiction and fantasy fan, and
have been since my early teens. That covers both
books and films. So, Lord of the RIngs, Star Trek,
Star Wars, the Harry Potter series, Dune, the I
Robot series—all that! And it seems I have passed
the love of the genre on to my son and daughter.

Pam Berman

The deadline for submissions for the
July newsletter
is 12 noon
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 24th.
Early submissions are very
helpful and much appreciated.
Please send your submissions to
Etta Hamm, braeside@eastlink.ca

From our Refugee Committee
We have mentioned before that we hope to bring a
Rwandan family with UU connections here to Nova
Scotia. We are now underway with that campaign.
What follows can also be found on our UU Facebook
page as a GoFundMe campaign. You can click on it
there to donate through GoFundMe. Better yet, you
could donate directly to the church by sending an
eTransfer to treasurer@uuch.ca or by mailing a
cheque to the church. This saves us the 2.5% fee that
goes to GoFundMe's banking process. Donations will
be tax receiptable. The CUC has promised to spread
this news on UU networks across the country, so we
have high hopes of reaching our goal.
From our Facebook page:
Please help to bring a Rwandan family of four to
Canada
We know that times are hard for many
people but the critical, life-saving work of refugee
resettlement continues. Please help our small group
in Halifax bring this family to Canada. Together we will
make a difference!
The father, who we will call Jean Paul*, is a survivor of
the Rwandan genocide, in which his father was killed
and he, his mother, brothers and sisters had to flee for
their lives. Many tumultuous years followed.
In 2008 Jean Paul met Unitarian Universalists from the US
and Burundi who introduced him to the principles of
justice for all, freedom, peace, worth, dignity and
acceptance. It changed his life! Jean Paul has since worked
towards recognition that all Rwandans deserve a country
where everyone can live in peace and love—which,
following years of war and the genocide of 1994, no longer
seemed possible.
In 2013 Jean Paul met and married the love of his life. Jean
Paul's uncle, a member of an opposition party, gave Jean
Paul a wedding gift. Even though Jean Paul had no
connection to any political party, he was targeted,
kidnapped and tortured because of his uncle and the gift
he received from him. He was released two months later.
Jean Paul's wife and their young son suffered much during
this time.
When Jean Paul was released, he continued his work with
the Unitarian Church and established his own NGO whose
mandate was to promote economic growth, and social and
environmental objectives in rural areas. While he knew his
actions were being monitored, he was so dedicated to the
work that he went ahead with it.

In July 2017 Jean Paul was kidnapped a second time, taken
to an undisclosed area and tortured for four months.
During this time, Jean Paul's wife gave birth to their second
son. This was a terrible time for the family and his wife did
not expect Jean Paul to be released alive.

After his release, the church was closed and the NGO was
under extreme political pressure. Jean Paul knew his life
was at risk but continued what work was possible.
Finally, in July 2018, after being stopped from leaving the
country for a UU conference in Kenya, Jean Paul and his
wife realized they would never be safe and must flee. The
family left everything they knew behind to seek refuge
elsewhere.
They live each day knowing that even where they are,
Rwandans are being kidnaped by Rwandan intelligence
agents and are not safe from being deported. And now
COVID-19 has made their temporary residence even more
complicated and unsafe.
We have a chance to bring Jean Paul, his wife and their two
boys to Canada. When travel is possible again, we know
they will be with us! However, to make this dream a reality
we need your help to make that happen, and to support
them during their first year here in Canada.

Our goal is to raise $36,000. We need your help to
reach this goal!
The entirety of your donation will go to support the cost of
relocation, housing and other necessities for Jean Paul's
family's first year in Canada. Our volunteer team will
welcome the family and work closely with them during
their settlement year, helping them to locate housing,
medical care, education and employment, as well as
providing social and emotional support.
*We have withheld the name of the NGO Jean Paul founded,
his own name and that of his immediate family members and
their photos to protect their identity.
Sponsorship is by “Room for More”, a Constituent
Group working with the Universalist Unitarian
Church of Halifax Sponsorship Agreement Holder
(SAH). SAHs are appointed by Immigration,
Refugee, Citizenship Canada to sponsor refugees.

JOE JENCKS: Live, Sunday, June 28
during the 10:30 am Sunday service of the UUCH

On Sunday June 28, through the miracle of online live internet, we are
fortunate to welcome Joe Jencks to our Sunday service. One of the favourite
pieces played by the UUCH Afterchoir Band is “Let Me Sing You a Song.” That
tribute to Pete Seeger was written and composed by Joe Jenks. Joe is a UU
who seriously considered the ministry, and still today leads entire services in
UU congregations when invited.
Joe Jencks is a 20-year veteran of the international folk circuit, an awardwinning songwriter, and celebrated vocalist based in Chicago. Merging
conservatory training with his Irish roots and working-class upbringing, Joe
delivers engaged musical narratives filled with heart, soul, groove and grit.
From Festivals like Falcon Ridge, Kerrville, Mariposa, and Old Songs, to venues
like Lincoln Center and Carnegie Hall, Jencks has enthralled diverse audiences
with his approachable style. Joe is noted for his unique merging of musical
beauty, social consciousness, and spiritual exploration. Blending well-crafted
instrumentals and vivid songwriting, Jencks serves it all up with a lyric baritone
voice that has the edgy richness of a good sea-salt caramel.
Zoom in. Forget your troubles… be entertained ... amazed … moved.

Religious Exploration
As we continue in a time of physical distancing, we have found ways to stay connected with
each other. Religious Exploration continues to be offered online, and activity packages are
dropped off at homes for some hands-on exploration.

Children and youth getting creative at home with the activity packages offered by the Religious Exploration Program

With so little interaction with children outside their immediate families, it’s nice to see children
and youth coming together every week via Zoom. As well as seeing and talking to each other,
children are particularly enjoying a time for show and tell—ranging from favorite toys to
costumes. It has been the goal to offer lighthearted sharing and connection. And as our dulcet
tones blaring through the computer speakers into each living room can attest, we are also
learning the Seven Principles song. Perhaps when we can gather in person next, the children
will be ready to present in concert!
Our youth have continued meeting with Norm, getting to know each other’s interests and
passions. We’ve even had the pleasure of hearing Rohan Hutka play musical pieces for us on his
electric guitar. With the overarching theme of leading a good life during these sessions, we’ve
been fortunate to have Elinor Reynolds and Scott Wood join us to share what has brought them
fulfillment throughout their lives. Without being prompted, we continue to hear that one of the
most important means of living a good life is through our relationships and our social
connections. Now more than ever, we do not take them for granted. It’s been a privilege to
ensure these connections continue to be nurtured, despite the physical distance.
I look forward to connecting together, in person, soon.
Stay safe, stay loving,

Marie-Claude Leroux
Director, Religious Exploration Program

About the Canadian Unitarian Council
From the CUC website: cuc.ca

to a room near you: Online CUC events
THR Reconciliation Through Film, Season 3, Film 2
Did you register by the closing date of May 22? If so,
don't forget: June 6, 1:30 pm Atlantic Time. Engage
with themes of colonization and Indigenous
resilience.
Gathered Here, Mondays. June 8 at 9 pm AT
June 22, at 3 pm AT
Gathered Here is a regular online check-in for
Canadian UU young adults age 18-35. Share joys,
sorrows, deeper check-ins, prayerful reflections. An
opportunity to process current events with a
spiritually grounded community. Each meeting uses a
different Zoom link; check the Facebook event for the
most recent themes and links.
Connect and Deepen, June 14 (2nd Sunday of the
month) 5 pm AT, (90 minutes). Register now!
Connect and Deepen is a regular small group ministry.
We gather, virtually, for meaningful discussion,
connection and reflection. If you want the
opportunity to explore spiritual topics within a guided
small group, we encourage you to join us.
Join at https://bit.ly/2Vz6zfLng
Processing the Pandemic: Young Adult Grief Ritual
Thursday, June 18, 9:00 pm AT. (1.25 hours)
This pandemic continues to impact our daily lives and
future plans in significant ways. Young adults 18-35
are invited to gather together to share about the
impacts of small changes and large sacrifices, and to
support each other as we move through our grief in
healthy, spiritually grounded ways. Register at
https://forms.gle/uwSm57p8RkCqZ4fA8
CUC Leaders COVID-19 Sessions
Saturday, June 20, 1 pm AT
A weekly roundtable for congregational leaders to
share, learn, inform and muse together, with CUC
staff, on coping and resiliency during Covid-19.
This session: Supporting Congregations Over the
Summer. Join us at https://bit.ly/LeadersCV-19t

The Canadian Unitarian Council (CUC) is the
national organization for Canadian Unitarians,
Unitarian Universalists, and Universalist
Unitarians (UUs) in Canada. The CUC is made up
of member congregations to which it is
accountable. It is a voice for our vibrant, liberal
faith community, within the interfaith community
in Canada, and within the international UU
community. The CUC, through its small but
dedicated staff, provides support for UUs and
congregations across the country, fostering
growth and outreach, particularly in the areas of
lifespan religious education, spiritual growth, and
social responsibility.
The CUC board of trustees is elected by delegates
from member congregations at the Annual
General Meeting, hosted by a Canadian
congregation each year.
Five aspirations help us grow; as Canadian
Unitarian Universalists, we aspire to be:
Deeply Connected: We strive to foster healthy
relationships amongst and within UU
communities, with the broader world and with
all life.
Radically Inclusive: We strive to create
hospitable, diverse, multi-generational
communities.
Actively Engaged: We strive to work joyfully for
a just and compassionate society,
experimenting with new forms of community.
Theologically Alive: We seek to be everevolving in our understanding, open to new
knowledge.
Spiritually Grounded: We seek transformation
through personal spiritual experiences and
shared ritual.

eNews, the digital weekly newsletter of the CUC,
will keep you connected, informed, and guided
among Canada’s UUs. Subscribe to eNews at
CUC.ca. Click on eNews and follow the links to the
subscription form.

June is National Indigenous History Month
www.rcaanc-cirnac.gc.ca

